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1. Articles
a)a
b) an

c)x
d) the
e) a/the
f)a

2. Prepositions
a) to
b) on
c) from
d) tbr
e) in
f) with

3. Substitution table

0.5x8:4
Ix4:4

a) H-vgiene mealls the practice of keeping ourselves

clean.
b) It is thought to be next to godliness.

c) Nobodl likes an unclean person.

d) So, rve should follor"' the rules of hygiene.

4. Speech lx4=4
I asked my friend where he/she was going in the

summer vacation. My friend replied/said that he/she

had not yet decided. My friend/He/She proposed/

suggested to me that we should go to his/her village
home together. I said that I would think about itlthat.
Or,
I asked my friend where he/she was going in the

summer vacation. My friend replied/said that he/she

had not yet decided and proposed/ suggested to me

that we should go to his/her village home together" I

said that I would think about itlthat.

9. E-mail 

- 

8

The students who will write the email id, subject and content as written in a genuine email, follow all formalities

and grammatical rules may get full marks. Margin/box/border has nothing to do with assessment ofthe answer.

10. Composition tz
A well-designed composition written in students' own language may be given full marks.
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Shaheed A.ju Moni Government High school, Barisal

Head Examiner Code-600 1

Mobile-01112129312

5. Changing sentences
a) What a bear"rtiful country Bangladesh is!

b) It has notihasn't alargelbig/wide/huge land area.

Or,
It does not/doesn't have alargelbtg/wide/huge land area.

c) Very few countries in the world are so/as populous as it.

d) Many problems are faced due to over population by us.

Or,
Many problems are faced by us due to over population'
e) We can overcome this problem.

6. Capitalization and punctuation. 0.5x6:3
Mother said to her son, "Tell me w'hy ).ou are nasting
your time. Be punctual and dutiful in your life."

0.5x6:3

0.5x6:3

lx5=5

0.5x8:4

7. Suffixes & Prefixes
a) Truthfulness
b) helpful
c) dislike
d) successful/succeeded
e) wealthy
l) peaceful
g) ach ievement/achievements
h) enjoy

8. Verbs
a) changed
b) live/are living
c) are

d) make
e) can not think lcan't think
f) use

g) rnisuse
h) establishing


